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Registration does not mean that the
contractor is acting for you as your agent or
representative. Consult your own agent or

original contractor if you have any questions.
Unless otherwise instructed by the

Contractor, you may not hold this website
liable for any copyright of any resource you

may seek or use from this website. All
information is subject to change without

notice.The invention relates to a gas
generator with an initiation and firing device,

wherein the firing device comprises a
material that is sensitive to ignition by
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means of an ignition wire that is embedded
in an ignitable mixture, wherein the material
of the initiation and firing device ignites the
mixture by spark discharge. Gas generators
of this type are used to ignite a mixture of

air and a gaseous fuel in the form of a
propellant gas, such as in the case of a gas
grenade, for example. In the case of such
gas generators, a corresponding initiation

and firing device is disposed in the
propellant gas flow path. The interaction of
the electrical charges in the ignition wire

with the material of the initiation and firing
device produces an electrical discharge, as a
result of which the mixture is ignited and the

propellant gas flow is ignited. Different
materials that are sensitive to electrical

discharge are used as the material of the
initiation and firing device of this type.
Materials that are sensitive to electrical

discharge by means of a spark discharge
are, for example, metals, such as zinc,

aluminum, or alloys with these metals. In
this case, the spark discharge, which can be
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generated by the ignition wire, acts on the
metal and promotes combustion of the

propellant gas. In the case of gas
generators, the design of the initiation and
firing device used is a disadvantage, since,
as a result of the spark discharge, heat is

generated and, as a result of the high
temperature, the metal of the initiation and

firing device becomes brittle and is
destroyed. As a consequence of the

destruction of the metal used in the initiation
and firing device, the propellant gas flow is

no longer ignited in a reliable manner. In the
known gas generators, therefore, the use of
the initiation and firing device is limited to

only a few propellant gas types and is
generally not possible in the case of fuels

having high combustion rates, because the
high temperatures caused by the spark
discharge lead to a destruction of the

initiation and firing device. The object of the
invention is to provide a gas generator of the
above-described type with an initiation and
firing device that permits the use of a wider
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range of propellant gas
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Many products that are made for home use
are poorly designed, and not suited to the
environment in which they are intended to

be used. In comparison, equipment made for
use in laboratories or industrial applications

is usually designed to maximize
convenience, safety, and efficiency. These

devices typically have some form of
identifying information, such as information
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in a machine-readable form. Because these
devices rely on a different set of standards,
they often have entirely different branding,

user interfaces, or other identifying features.
For example, an electrical transformer may

use an identifying marking, such as a sticker,
to help identify its physical location, while a

chemical process may use a color-coded
identification tag to identify the device

within the process and to help avoid multiple
use of the same chemical. Common

trademarks, such as letters and numbers,
are used to identify the company that made

a product. These trademark symbols are
printed on a device and are used to protect
the trademark owner's rights in the product.

A manufacturer may want to protect the
trademark on a product by having a

trademark registered by the owner of the
company. By registering a trademark, the
company is able to control the use of the

trademark on similar products, and to limit
the use of the trademark to products made

by that company. Other identifiers in
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manufacturing include standards, like those
used by professional or trade associations.

These standards are used to ensure the
safety and efficiency of the product. They

may also help to maintain the quality of the
product. For example, the American National

Standards Institute (ANSI) provides
standards to ensure the safety and efficiency
of products that could be used in a home or

business environment. Other identifiers
include letters and numbers. These

identifiers are used to mark and identify the
products by the owner or manufacturer. For
example, an identification number may be
on a product to help the owner identify the

product, its serial number may be marked on
the product to help the owner locate a

replacement for the product, and a stamp
may be added to the product to help the
owner determine when the product was
manufactured. Pilot remote controls The
origins of the term are traced to the early
20th century, with an entry in the Oxford

English Dictionary of the first use as being in
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1919 and the OED opinion is that, although
no evidence can be found that this particular
usage is older than World War I, one way to

describe the sensation of a pilot remote
control is to say that it is the most

unsatisfactory and badly designed of the
various methods now in existence for the

control of a
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